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Abstract 
This paper describes a predictive social network mining framework which is demonstrated using the 
Great Britain (GB) cattle movement datasets. The proposed framework, the Predictive Trend Mining 
Framework (PTMF), is used to analyse episodes of time stamped social network data. The PTMF has 
two main components (i) a Frequent Pattern Trend Analysis (FPTA) component that efficiently 
identifies temporal frequent patterns and trends and also provides a mechanism for clustering and 
analysing these patterns and trends so as to detect dynamic changes within the cattle movement network, 
and (ii) the predictive modelling component for forecasting the percolation of information or data across 
the network. The PTMF incorporates a number of novel elements including mechanisms to: (i) identify 
temporal frequent patterns and trends, (ii) cluster large sets of trends, (iii) analyse temporal clusters for 
pattern trend change detection, (iv) visualize these changes using pattern migration network maps and 
(v) predict the paths whereby information moves across the network over time. 
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1. Introduction 
Social network mining [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] has traditionally been focused on social www and mobile device 
applications such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. The objective of this focus was to identify 
influencers, sleepers, user clusters and so on, according to the nature and quantity of traffic across the 
network. However, these techniques have much wider application, for example with respect to co-
authoring, logistics and customer networks. In this wider context the motivation is again to identify 
certain types of vertices and/or groups of vertices within the network, although the significance of these 
vertices will depend on the application domain. The work described in this paper is directed at social 
networks that describe the operation of the cattle industry, specifically that in operation in Great Britain 
(GB), where vertices represent holding areas such as farms, markets and abattoirs; and the edges 
connecting vertices representing the movement of “beasts” between these holding areas. 
 
In the traditional setting social network mining is applied in the static context; a “snap shot” is taken of 
the network which is then processed off line. An alternative approach, and that of interest with respect 
to the work described in this paper, is to consider the network in the dynamic context with the aim of 
identifying communication (traffic) trends. This will then allow for the generation of prediction models. 
In the context of the global cattle rearing industry this will then provide information concerning seasonal 
cattle movement trends and allow policy makers to ascertain the effect of the introduction of new 
legislation and/or procedures. 
 
The issue with social network trend mining is the large number of trends that are typically identified, 
which in turn will impede the analysis of the trend information extracted and the consequent generation 
of prediction models. In this paper the Predictive Trend Mining Framework (PTMF) is presented; a 
framework to support social network trend mining, analysis and prediction. The framework comprises 
six stages: (i) trend identification (mining), (ii) trend grouping, (iii) pattern migration clustering, (iv) 
pattern visualization, (v) prediction modelling and (vi) prediction visualization. The first four stages 
collectively form the Frequent Pattern Trend Analysis (FPTA) component of the proposed framework. 
The work presented in this paper is a culmination of a body of work conducted by the authors in the 
context of trend identification and modelling with respect to social network data. Some of the elements 
of the PTMF have been previously presented individually, as have earlier variations of the work, of note 
are [6] and [7]; however, this is the only comprehensive presentation of the framework. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some previous work in the domain of social network 
mining and trend identification is presented in Section 2. The motivational application domain, the UK 
cattle industry, is presented in Section 3; this will then be used to illustrate the operation of the PTMF 
with respect to the individual elements that make-up the framework. A formal definition of the problem 
domain is then given in Section 4. An overview of the PTMF is then presented in section 5 and in the 
following six sections (Sections 6 to 11) the individual elements are considered in more detail (illustrated 
using examples founded on the UK cattle industry application domain). The paper is then concluded in 
Section 12 with the presentation of a summary and some conclusions. 
 
2. Previous Work 
The work described in this paper, although directed at dynamic social network mining encompasses a 
number of different technologies including: pattern mining, trend mining, trend analysis and prediction 
modelling. Some of this work is well established and has an extensive literature associated with it, while 
other elements are less well studied. A brief overview of the technologies whose usage is advocated in 
this paper is presented in this section so as to provide the reader with some background context. 
 
There has been a rapid increase in interest, within the data mining community, regarding the mining of 
social networks. Data mining based techniques are proving to be useful for the analysis of social network 
data, especially with respect to large datasets. Originally, social network mining approaches tended to 
be founded on graph mining techniques; but recently classification, clustering and link mining have also 
gained popularity. Typical social network mining applications include: (i) the discovery of information 
or disease spreading patterns from dynamic social interactions [8], (ii) the classifying of organizational 
users’ roles in email distribution lists by using classification methods for predicting the role of a sender 
to the recipient of an email [9] and (iii) the prediction of product ratings from online customer networks 
for marketing purposes [10]. There are several case studies that describe the modification of traditional 
data mining methods for application to social network data. In [8], the authors investigated the effect of 
the overall network structure and designed an adaptable technique that combined rankings by various 
measures into a possible better list of “blockers” to prevent unhealthy spreading activities.  
 
Social network mining can be applied in a static context, which ignores the temporal aspects of the 
network; or in a dynamic context, which takes temporal aspects into consideration. In the static context 
the analysis is directed at either: (i) finding patterns that exist across the network, (ii) clustering 
(grouping) sub-sets of the networks, or (iii) building classifiers to categorize nodes and links in a 
“snapshot” of the network. In the dynamic context, a different or extended kind of analysis can be 
applied to identify relationships between the nodes in the network by evaluating the spatio-temporal co-
occurrences of events [11]. A central element of the work described in this paper is directed at mining 
social networks in the dynamic context, specifically in terms of the trends and change points that may 
exist within such networks. 
 
As will become apparent, in the work described in this paper, trends are defined in terms of the frequency 
counts (support) associated with individual patterns. Given this definition, it is possible to identify some 
similarities with the work on Jumping and Emerging Pattern (JEP) mining (see for example [12]). 
Jumping patterns are usually defined as patterns whose support changes dramatically from one time 
stamp to another. Emerging patterns are then a special form of jumping pattern where the support 
changes from below some threshold σ to above σ, over two consecutive time stamps. The concept of 
frequent pattern trends defined in terms of sequences of frequency counts has also been adopted in [13] 
in the context of longitudinal patient datasets. However in this case, unlike with respect to the work 
described in this paper, the trends were categorised according to pre-defined prototypes. 
 
Trend analysis has been applied in many areas like healthcare [14], climate change [15] and human 
behaviour [8, 16]. Examples can also be found in the context of social network analysis. For example, 
in [17] a novel trend analysis algorithm was introduced to generate trends from web resources. The 
algorithm calculates the values of “temporal betweeness” of online social network node and link 
structures to observe and predict trends concerning the popularity of concepts and topics such as brands, 
movies and politicians. Likewise, some research directed at recommender systems [18, 19], and online 
market research [20], focuses on trends describing online social interactions and trusts so as to improve 
online marketing and sales strategies. 
 
In data mining, prediction is a similar process as classification. However, prediction does not necessarily 
require a categorical class label to be included in the attribute set [21]. Prediction modelling is a 
significant analytical task concerned with predicting the probability of a future event or trend based on 
current and historical data. Neville and Frost [22] identified two types of social network modelling: 
descriptive and predictive modelling. Descriptive modelling views social relationships, in terms of 
network theory, as consisting of nodes and ties (edges, links, or connections), and also categories of 
social communities that may exist within a network. Whereas, predictive modelling is concerned with 
methods to analyse the changes in links or edges in a network, and also predict information interchange 
across a network. A number of studies have proposed techniques to predict how social network 
behaviour may change over time based on historical activity. Examples include: (i) the predicting and 
profiling of the behaviours of online bloggers for application in recommender systems [23], (ii) the 
prediction of relational entities and link relationships in networks using relational Markov Network 
algorithms [24], (iii) flu tracking using the content of Twitter [25] and (iv) the prediction of geographical 
location and friendships among Facebook users [26]. The work described in this paper proposes a 
prediction modelling technique to indicate the probability of particular events traveling across a 
network; for example how animal disease might spread across a network. 
 
The framework proposed in this study incorporates many features that are lacking in much of the related 
work reviewed above. Furthermore, there is no specific study that compares clusters of social network 
data, which are related to “business communication data” patterns in the dynamic context and with 
respect to time series. Many proposed techniques feature inadequate visualization methods for 
representing the knowledge discovered from the social network data. The work presented in this paper 
consists of many components of work conducted by the authors with respect to trend pattern 
identification, modelling and visualizing so as to discovered useful knowledge with respect to social 
network data. The novel element presented in this paper are: (i) the unsupervised techniques adapted so 
that they can be used for the purpose of trend clustering to support the detection of changes in social 
network data in a specified time period and (ii) a trend cluster analysis mechanism so that trends and 
pattern migrations in the discovered clusters can be studied. Furthermore, the proposed visualization 
module provides for a useful mechanism whereby trend pattern migrations, from one trend cluster to 
another over a period of time, can be displayed. This visualisation benefits users, practitioners and 
decision makers alike, so as to support and contribute to important decision making processes.  
 
3. Motivational Example 
The focus for the work described in this paper is the operation of the GB cattle mining industry as 
encapsulated by GB Cattle Tracking System (CTS) which records all movements of cattle registered 
within or imported into GB. The database is maintained by the Department for Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs (DEFRA), the government department in the UK concerned with policy and legislation in 
areas such as farming, and animal health and welfare. The CTS was introduced in September 1998, and 
updated in 2001 to support disease control activities. In 2012, the CTS database held some 155 GBytes 
of data. Table 1 describes some characteristics of CTS database. 
 
Table 1: CTS database  
Date: 2003-2006. 
Size: About 155GB. 
Significant tables: Animal, location and movement. 
Data records: More than 1 million records; each record 
describes an animal movement 
Attributes: A time stamp (month and year); the 
number; gender; age; category (dairy, meat, 
etc.) and breed of the cattle moved; the 
sender “type” (farm, market, abattoir, etc.) 
and geographical location in terms of 
easting and northing grid values; and the 
receiver location “type”, and easting and 
northing grid values. 
 
The CTS database comprises a number of tables, the most significant of which are the animal, location 
and movement tables. For the analysis incorporated into this paper the data from 2003 to 2006 was 
extracted. The CTS dataset comprises one record per beast moved, over 1,000,000 per year. These 
records were conflated by combing records that occurred at the same time between the same sender and 
receiver locations. This reduced the number of records to be considered to about 400,000 per year. Each 
composite record comprised: (i) a time stamp (month and year); (ii) the number, gender, age, category 
(dairy or meat) and breed of the cattle moved; (iii) the sender “type” (farm, market, abattoir, etc.) and 
geographical location in terms of easting and northing grid values; and (iv) the receiver location “type” 
and geographical location in terms easting and northing grid values. Note that if two different breeds of 
cattle were moved at the same time from the same sender location to the same receiver location, this 
would generate two records. It is also interesting to note that the maximum number of cattle (of the same 
breed) moved between any pair of locations for a single time stamp was approximately 40. The ground 
area covered by the CTS database was divided into a k × k grid. These grid squares were then 
conceptualized as being the vertices within the context of a social network representation. Edges 
between grid squares then represented cattle movement between grid squares. The authors conducted 
experiments using various grid sizes, but k = 50 and k = 100 were found to be the most appropriate. 
 
To permit the desired processing and analysis the datasets were translated into a binary valued attribute 
format whereby nominal data items were assigned unique attribute labels and numeric data items were 
ranged and each sub-range assigned to a unique attribute label. The overall number of attributes was 
dependent on the value of k used; but typically some 450 attributes were used, including 185 attributes 
representing different breeds (some quite rare), 14 different sender types and 14 different receiver types. 
 
 
4. Formalism 
From the above the input to the Frequent Pattern Trend Analysis (FPTA) component of the framework 
comprises a sequence of n time stamped datasets, D = {d1, d2, ..., dn}. So that comparisons between 
identified trends could be conducted the data was subdivided into e episodes, each of equal length m, 
thus n = e × m. However, with respect to the CTS database a granularity of one month seemed like an 
obvious choice hence m was set to 12; consequently each episode represented a year (for example, the 
GB cattle movement data was divided into four episodes: 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006). Thus a total of 
48 (4×12) individual social networks were used to represent the CTS application. 
 
From the foregoing the data was discretized into a binary valued format (the reason for this will become 
apparent in Section 6). Each record in each dataset di is thus defined by a global set of attributes A = {a1, 
a2, . . ., am} each of which could take the values 0 or 1 (exist or does not exist), however only positive 
values are recorded in the discretised datasets (absence implies a 0 value). Each record thus comprised 
some subset of A. Note that the number of records in each dataset need not be constant across the 
collection. 
 
A trend is a sequence of values, associated with some pattern, arranged in some chronological order. 
With respect to the PTMF the patterns of interest were defined to be frequently occurring item sets, 
subsets of A that occurred frequently across a dataset; an idea founded on the concept of frequent item 
set and association rule mining (Agrawal et. al 1993, Agrawal and Srikant 1994). Thus a frequent item 
set I is some subset of A that occurs frequently in a dataset di. The frequency of an item set A within di 
is determined by a “support count” s of the number of times I appears in di, if s is greater than some 
support threshold σ I is deemed to be a “frequent item set”. In the context of the PTMF a trend is then a 
chronological sequence of support counts. Thus, a trend line t, for a particular pattern I, comprises a set 
of values tI = {s1, s2, …, sm} where each value represents an occurrence count of the pattern I at a 
particular time stamp within an episode of length m. The collection of trend lines for a pattern I, TI, is 
then comprised of a sequence of trend lines (one per episode) {𝑡𝐼1, 𝑡𝐼2 , …,𝑡𝐼𝑒  } (where e is the number 
of episodes). The entire collection of trends within a system is given by τ. The trend lines associated 
with a time stamp i is given by τi, thus τ = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn}. The entire collection of trends associated with 
a particular episode i is given by 𝜏𝑒𝑖. Thus τ = {𝜏𝑒1, 𝜏𝑒2, ..., 𝜏𝑒𝑒}. The trend lines associated with a 
specific episode ei are given by 𝜏𝑒𝑖 = {τk, τk+1, ..., τk+m}, where k is the first time stamp in the episode ei. 
 
 
5. PTMF Overview 
Figure 1 gives an overview of the PTMF. From the figure it can be seen that the elements that make up 
the PTMF have been divided into two groups: predictive modelling and FPTA. The input (middle left 
in the figure) to the PTMF is a collection of networks divided into episodes, 4×12 in the case of the CTS 
application. The first stage is then trend identification founded on the concept of frequent item set 
mining; an algorithm specifically developed for this purpose, called Trend Mining-Total from Partial 
(TM-TFP), is suggested. 
 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic Illustrating the Operation of the PTMF 
 
With respect to frequent pattern trend analysis the next stage is trend grouping. The idea is to facilitate 
analysis by clustering similar trends; this was achieved using Self Organising Map (SOM) technology. 
To analyse how trends change between episodes the following stage was to compare SOM maps by 
identifying significant trend migrations from one trend type (SOM node) to another. This was achieved 
by generating a migration map and applying a hierarchical clustering mechanism; in this paper we 
advocate Newman hierarchical clustering but other similar algorithms will suffice. The final stage 
(bottom left in the Fig. 1) is a mechanism for providing a visualisation of the migrations, to provide for 
additional analytical support. 
 
In the context of prediction modelling the identified trend lines are used to predict future (cattle) 
movements through the generation of a v × v “percolation matrix”, where v is the number of vertices in 
a given network. With respect to the CTS application we are interested in predicting cattle movements, 
for example with a view to predicting the spread of bovine diseases. The predictions can then be 
visualised using either a geographical map or a representative map (top right in Fig. 1). 
 
Each of the six stages making up the PTMF is considered in further detail in the following six sections. 
 
 
6. Trend Mining 
As already noted the patterns of interest are frequent item sets as popularised in Association Rule Mining 
[27, 28]. To mine patterns and trends an extended version of the Total from Partial (TFP) frequent 
pattern mining algorithm [29, 30], called TM-TFP, was adopted. TFP was selected because it was an 
established frequent pattern mining algorithm and because of its efficiency derived from the use of two 
set enumeration trees, the Partial (P) tree and the Total (T) tree. The distinction between TFP and TM-
TFP is that the latter uses an additional TM-tree to integrate T-trees associated with individual time 
stamps. The TM-tree has a similar structure to a T-tree. Each node in a TM-tree has two fields: (i) trend 
and (ii) reference. The first field consists of a vector, of length m, holding support values that describe 
the associated trend line. The second holds a reference (pointer) to the next level of the TM-tree. As in 
the case of the T-tree, the individual item labels making up the frequent patterns are not explicitly stored 
as this information can be obtained directly from the tree structure. The TM-tree also has a TM-tree 
header which holds references to a set of e T-trees (recall that e is the number of episodes in a given 
system). The TM-TFP trend mining algorithm is presented in more detail below. 
 
An overview of the operation of the TM-TFP algorithm is given by the pseudo code presented in 
Algorithm 1. The algorithm commences by initialising the TM- tree header according to the number of 
time stamped datasets held in D (line 1). Then, lines 2 to 5, it loops through the datasets d1 to dn contained 
in D and creates individual P-trees and T-trees, one per dataset di, using the TFP algorithm. Note that a 
reference to each generated T-tree is stored in the TM-tree header (line 5). Finally, line 7, the 
buildTMTtree() method is called to process the collection of T-trees built from {d1, d2, . . ., dn}, and 
construct the desired TM-tree. 
 
Input : A set of n datasets, D = {d1, d2, . . . dn}, σ 
Output: TM-tree holding frequent item set trends found in D 
 
//  Initialise TM-Tree header file 
1) TM-tree Header size ← n; 
2) For i←0 to (n-1) do 
3)     Create P-treei from di;   
4)     Create T-treei, using σ; 
5)     TM-tree_Header [i] ← T-treei reference; 
6) end 
7) buildTM_Ttree() // Algortihm 2 
 
Algorithm 1: TM-TFP algorithm for building TM-tree 
 
Algorithm 2 describes the buildTMTtree() method. The algorithm commences (line 1) by determining 
the total number of frequent item sets that are required to be held in the TM-trees. The TM-tree is then 
initialised using this number so that it can hold all combinations of frequent item sets and trends 
contained in the n T-trees. The TM-tree is then constructed (lines 2 to 4) by repeated calls to the 
buildTMTtree method. The pseudo code for this method is presented in Algorithm 3. The input to this 
algorithm is the current T-tree, T-treei, and the current time stamp i. Note that on line 3 of Algorithm 2 
there is a test for the empty T-tree situation (which may exist if a very high support threshold is used).  
 
Input : A set of n T-trees   
Output: TM-tree holding frequent item sets in D   
 
// builds TM-tree by processing collection of T-trees associated with Dn 
1)   Initialise TM-tree to accommodate all n T-trees; 
2) for i←0 to (n-1) do 
3)        if T-treei ≠ ∅ then 
4)              buildTM_Ttree (T-treei,i);    // Algorithm 3 
5)        end 
6) end 
 
Algorithm 2: buildTM_Ttree() 
 
Algorithm 3 proceeds by processing the top level of the given T-tree (T-Treei). For each element in this 
top level, T-treei[k], if the element is not empty the algorithm calls (line 3) the addToTMtree method 
(Algorithm 5) with the associated support. If T-treei[k] has child nodes, these are then processed 
(Algorithm 4). If T-treei[k] has no child nodes (is not supported) the algorithm calls (line 8) the 
addToTMtree method, with a support value of 0. 
 
Input : T-treei, time stamp i 
Output: TM-tree holding frequent item sets in D  
 
// loop through top level of current T-tree  
1) for k ← 1 to numOfoneItem sets do 
2)        if T-treei[k] ≠ ∅ then   
3)              addToTMtree(T-treei[k].support, i);    // Algorithm 5 
           // move down a level 
4)               if T-treei[k] has child node then 
5)                          buildTM_Ttree(T-treei[k].child, i,k-1);   // Algorithm 4  
6)              end 
7)        else 
8)               addToTMtree(0, i);                                          // Algorithm 5 
9)        end 
10) end 
 
Algorithm 3: buildTM_Ttree(T-treei,i) 
 
Algorithm 4 processes the child nodes of a given T-treei. The size parameter is the number of elements 
at the current node in the current branch of the given T-tree. The algorithm loops through the elements 
in the current level of the tree (line 1). If the node represented by an element is not empty (i.e. it 
represents a supported item) the equivalent node in the TM tree is updated with the support count 
(Algorithm 5). In line 4 the algorithm tests whether the current node (element) has a child branch 
associated with it. If so this next level is processed by a repeat call to Algorithm 4, and so on until there 
are no more child branches to be processed. The process of building the TM-tree continues in this 
manner until all T-trees have been considered. Line 8 in Algorithm 4 deals with the situation when a T-
tree level element is not supported, in this case a call is again made to the addToTMtree method with a 
support value of 0. 
 
Input :Ttreei, time stamp i, size 
Output: TM-tree holding frequent item sets in D 
 
1) for k ← 1 to size (of current node level of the current T-tree) do 
2)      if T-treei[k] ≠∅ then   
3)           addToTMtree(T-treei[k].support, i);                // Algorithm 5  
// move down a level 
4)            if T-treei[k] has child node then 
5)                buildTM_Ttree(T-treei[k].child,i,k-1);      // Algorithm 4 
6)           end 
7)      else 
8)            addToTMtree(0, i); 
9)      end 
10) end 
 
Algorithm 4: buildTMTtree(T-treei,i,size) 
 
Algorithm 5 adds the support value of an item set in a given T-treei to the TM-tree. If the given T-treei 
element (node) representing the item set is empty (the item set is not supported) the support value will 
be 0. The value zero is used as a flag to indicate that an item set is not supported. Whatever the case the 
added support for the item set will form part of the eventual trend line, stored at the TM-tree node, for 
the item set. 
 
Input : support, timestamp i 
Output: TM-tree updated with item set support 
 
1)  TM-tree.trend[i] = T-treei.support;  
2)   return;  
 
Algorithm 5: addToTMtree(support, i) 
 
The number of trend lines identified using the TM-TFP algorithm depends on the nature of the σ value 
used. A trend line is recorded if it is frequent (has support greater than σ) on at least one occasion, 
otherwise it is not recorded. Table 2 gives the number of trends identified using TM-TFP using a range 
of σ values (0.5%, 0.8%, 1.0%); it is common practice in frequent item set mining to use low values for 
σ so as to ensure no interesting pattern is missed. From the table, it can be seen that a large number of 
trends are identified and (as might be expected) that the number of frequent patterns discovered increases 
as the value for σ decreases. Table 3 shows some comparative run time values so as to give an indication 
of the time complexity of the TM-TFP algorithm. From the table it can be seen that increases in σ results 
in corresponding linear decreases in the TM-TFP run time (because fewer patterns are discovered). 
 
Table 2: Number of trends identified 
using TM-TFP for a sequence of four CTS 
network episodes and a range of support 
thresholds 
 
 
Table 3: The TM-TFP algorithm run 
time values (seconds) using the CTS 
social network episodes 
 
Episode 
(year) 
Support Threshold  Episode 
(year) 
Support Threshold 
0.5% 0.8% 1.00%  0.5% 0.8% 1.00% 
2003 63,117  34,858  25,738   2003 97.02  69.49  63.54  
2004 66,870  36,489  27,055   2004 92.44  70.00  64.00  
2005 65,154  35,626  25,954   2005 83.25  59.55  53.50  
2006 62,713 33,795 24,740  2006 101.06 72.95 66.09 
Average 64,464 35,192 25,872  Average 93.44 68.00 74.16 
 
Some examples of frequent patterns generated from the CTS network data are presented in Table 4. The 
patterns include information on: animal age, animal gender, breed name, breed type (dairy or beef), 
number of cattle moved, and sender and receiver location type and grid square area. It should be noted 
that trend lines 1 and 2, although associated with different patterns, are very similar in shape; this was 
found to be a common feature of this type of network analysis and lead to the idea of trend grouping to 
facilitate further analysis (this is discussed in the following section).  
 
Table 4: Examples of frequent patterns and associated trends obtained from the 2004 CTS 
network using σ=0.5% 
 
No. Pattern Trend Values 
1. 
{Sender PTI=4,  Receiver Location type = 
Slaughterhouse (Red Meat), Sender Location type = 
Agricultural Holding, age <= 1 year,  gender = male} 
{1432, 1485, 1712, 1451, 
1334, 1350, 1473, 1716, 
1816, 1627, 1751, 1640} 
2. 
{Sender PTI=4, Receiver Location type = 
Slaughterhouse (Red Meat), Sender Location type = 
Agricultural Holding} 
{3561, 3308, 3676, 3072, 
2944, 2958, 2927, 2966, 
2945, 2276, 2798, 2754} 
3. 
{Sender PTI=4, Receiver Location type = 
Slaughterhouse (Red Meat), Sender Location type = 
Agricultural Holding} 
{4540, 4329, 4959, 4220, 
4302, 4842, 4431, 4414, 
4290, 4514, 5593, 5590} 
4. 
{Receiver PTI=4, Breedtype =beef, Breed =Limousin, 
gender = male, } 
{1699, 1631, 2369, 2637, 
2711, 2177, 1947, 2099, 
1994, 2359, 2021, 1338} 
5. 
{Number Cattle  moved <= 5, Breedtype =beef, Breed 
=Belgian Blue Cross} 
{1163, 1106, 1348, 1273, 
1203, 1107, 1119, 1184, 
1289, 0, 1474, 1259} 
 
 
7. Trend Grouping 
From Table 2 it can be seen that a considerable number of trends may be identified, so many that it is 
difficult to see how this knowledge might be useful to decision and policy makers. However, many of 
the trends display similar characteristics, this observation gave rise to the idea of grouping trends. There 
are various ways that the desired grouping could be undertaken and the authors considered a variety of 
clustering options; however, it was quickly realized the Self Organising Map (SOM) technology 
provided the most appropriate solution. Likewise, SOM is desirable because, in addition to its capability 
to cluster a large number of trends, the discovered clusters can be presented in a trend line to illustrate 
types of trends that are discovered in the processed data. SOMs were first introduced in [31, 32]. 
Fundamentally, a SOM may be viewed as a neural network based technique designed to reduce the 
number of data dimensions in some input space by projecting it onto a n×m “node map” which groups 
similar data items together at the nodes. The SOM learning process is unsupervised; nevertheless, the 
n×m number of nodes in the SOM must be prespecified. Currently, there is no scientific method for 
determining the best values for n and m. However, the n × m value does define a maximum number of 
clusters; although on completion some nodes may be empty [33]. 
 
To train a SOM requires input data D and a set of weight vectors (W), one per input attribute, to which 
distance and neighbourhood functions are applied to determine which nodes the records in D should be 
associated with. Different weight distributions will be associated with different nodes. Initially the 
weight vectors are initialized randomly. Then, the algorithm processes the input data, record by record. 
For each record, each node “bids” for the record and the record is assigned to the “winning” node. This 
is done using a distance function. As a result the record is assigned to a node and the neighbouring 
weights are adjusted to reflect the nature of the most recently assigned record. At first the adjustments 
are relatively large, but as the training continues the adjustments become smaller and smaller. A feature 
of the adjustment is that adjacent nodes come to hold similar records; the greatest dissimilarity is 
therefore between nodes at opposite corners of the map. The process continues in an iterative manner 
continuing to tune the map until all records in the training set have been allocated. 
 
In the context of the CTS application one SOM was generated for each episode. Experiments were 
conducted using different sizes maps as a result of which a 10×10 node SOM was found to be the most 
effective as this gave a good decomposition while still ensuring computational tractability. The input to 
the SOM algorithm was therefore a set of trend lines and a set of weight vectors of length 12; because 
each trend line was described in terms of 12 support values (trend values). The SOM was “trained” 
using the data associated with the first 2003 episode (𝜏𝑒1). The process is described by Algorithm 6. 
With reference to this algorithm the SOM was first initialised (line 1) with a predefined x × y grid (map). 
The training then takes place in lines 3 to 5. Euclidean distance and Gaussian neigbourhood functions 
were used to determine the distance values between data and the “winning” node and adjust weight 
vectors of nearby map nodes accordingly. At the end of the training phase a “prototype” map was 
produced that represented the types of trend lines that existed within 𝜏𝑒1 . Copies of the resulting 
prototype map were then populated with data from the all the episodes (𝜏𝑒1  to 𝜏𝑒𝑒 ), to produce a 
sequence of e maps M = {M1, M2, ..., Me} (line 8 to 12 in the algorithm).  
 
Input :T={T𝑒1, T𝑒2, ..., T𝑒𝑒}   
Output: SOM prototype map and n trend line maps  
 
// generate a SOM prototype map 
1)   Initialise a SOM prototype map with x×y nodes;  
2) Assign weight vectors, w, to the map nodes;  
3) for i←0 to |τe1| do 
4)         Find the “winning” node for trend line t1 i in the prototype map; 
5)         Adjust the weight vectors of nearby map nodes accordingly; 
6) end 
//  generate a SOM trend line maps 
7) for k←0 to e do 
8)          Initialise a SOM trend line map, with x × y nodes for episode k;  
9)        for i ← 0 to |T𝑒𝑘 | do 
10)             Locate t𝑘𝑖 onto the prototype map for episode k;  
11) end 
12) end 
 
Algorithm 6 Trend Grouping using SOM 
 
An example prototype map is presented in Figure 2. The example was generated from episode 𝜏𝑒1 
(2004) using a 7×7 map configuration (although a 10×10 map is more desirable a 7×7 map has been 
used here for illustrative purposes as it is simpler to interpret). For each node the X-axis records the 
month identifier and the Y-axis the support value. Figure 3 shows the prototype map from Figure 2 once 
it has been populated with data from 𝜏𝑒1 (the same episode used to train it, but a similar result would be 
produce using any of the other episodes). A colour coding is used in Figure 3, the darker the trend lines 
in a node the more trend lines that have been allocated to that node.  
 
8. Pattern Migration Analysis 
To further aid the analysis of the data it was considered desirable to identify “trend migrations”. A trend 
migration was defined as how a trend line associated with a particular pattern might change (or not 
change) over time. In other words whether a trend line t remained in the same location (node) with 
respect to successive SOMs Me and Me+1 or moved (migrated) from one location to another. The 
motivation here was that, with respect to the CTS network data, discussion with potential end users 
indicated that they would be interested in how trends associated with particular patterns changed over 
time. 
 
To this end the correlations between a pair of SOMs were interpreted as a lattice, a “migration map”, 
with every node potentially connected to every other node. In the same way that the nodes in (say) 
Facebook or Twitter social networks may be potentially connected to every other node. A pair of SOM 
nodes was deemed to be strongly connected if they featured significant migration between Mi and Mi+1. 
Thus, for each sequential pair of i×j SOMs, Me and Me+1, a “migration map” was constructed comprising 
i×j nodes and potentially (i×j)2 links (including “self links”). The nodes in the map were labelled with 
the number of patterns held in the corresponding nodes in SOM map Me (the from map). The links then 
represented the migration of patterns from Me to Me+1, and were labelled with the number of migrating 
patterns (thus a “traffic” value); the higher the value the stronger the link. Two mechanisms for analysing 
these migrations were proposed; the first was founded on distance travelled and the second on volume 
(number of similar migrations). 
 
With respect to distance travelled a Euclidean distance function was used. This “travel distance” can 
then be used to determine the significance of individual migrations; the greater the distance the more 
significant the change. Thus, given a sequence of trend line SOM maps, comparisons can be made to 
see how trends associated with individual frequent patterns change by considering the nodes in which 
they appear and disappear over time. The distance travelled pattern migration analysis pseudo code is 
presented in Algorithm 7. The algorithm commences by defining a |FP|×e table (where FP is the set of 
all identified frequent patterns). The rows in the table represent individual frequent patterns and the 
columns the individual SOM maps, one per episode (thus four columns in the case of the CTS data). 
The table was then populated with the SOM node IDs associated each discovered frequent pattern for 
all e SOM maps M = {M1, M2, ..., Me} (line 4). Then, in line 7, the algorithm defines a sequence of e−1 
“Migration Matrices” (MMs) for each sequential pair of SOMs. Each matrix measured x×x, where x is 
the number of nodes in any individual SOM (x=i×j). An example migration matrix is presented in Table 
5. The migration matrix shows the numbers of patterns that have migrated from Me to Me+1. In Table 5 
ni,i is the number of patterns that have stayed in node ci in both SOMs (the term “self-link” is used to 
indicate such migrations), ni,j gives the number of patterns that have migrated from node ci in Me to cj 
in Me+1. Returning to Algorithm 7 the process is completed (lines 8 and 10) with the population of the 
migration matrix. 
  
 
Fig. 2: Prototype map for 𝜏𝑒1 (2003) using a 7×7 node map 
 
  
 
Fig. 3: Trend line map for 𝜏𝑒1 (2003) generated using the prototype map given in Figure 2. 
 
  
Input : FP = Set of all frequent patterns identified in episodes {e1, e2, …, ee} 
Output: Sequence of (e−1) Migration Matrices  
1) Define Table measuring |FP|×e;   
2) for i ← 1 to e (step through episodes) do 
3)          for j←1to |FP|(step through these to FP) do 
4)                    Table[i][j] = Table[i][j] ∪ SOM node ID for ei; 
5)          end; 
6) end; 
7) Define(e−1)Migration Matrices(MMs),each measuring(x×x)where x is the  
    number of SOM nodes; 
8) for i←1 to (e−1) do 
9)          for k←1to |FP| do 
10)                   Increment count at MMi[Table[K][i]][Table[K][i+1]]; 
11)        end; 
12) end; 
 
Algorithm 7: Distance travelled pattern migration analysis 
 
Table 5: Format of a Migration 
Matrix 
 
 C1 C2 C3 C4 … C5 
C1 N1,1 N1,2 N1,3 N1,4 … N1,n 
C2 N2,1 N2,2 N2,3 N2,4 … N2,n 
C3 N3,1 N3,2 N3,3 N3,4 … N3,n 
C4 N4,1 N4,2 N4,3 N4,4 … N4,n 
… … … … … … … 
Cn Nn,1 Nn,2 Nn,3 Nn,4 … Nn,n 
 
Some examples of CTS patterns migrations, from one node to another, between the SOMs for the 
episodes 2003 to 2006 are shown in Table 6. Thus, from the table, it can be seen that, for example, the 
trend line associated with the pattern {Receiver Area = 14, Sender Area = 13, Animal Age ≤ 1 year old} 
was in node 10 in the 2003 SOM map and moved to node 8 in the 2004 SOM map, then to node 44 in 
the 2005 SOM map ending up in node 18 in the map for 2006. The pattern {Number cattle moved ≤ 5, 
Receiver location type = Slaughter House (Red Meat), Receiver Area = 14, Sender Area = 13, Gender 
= female} was only considered significant (frequent) in two data episodes, 2004 and 2005. It was in 
node 20 in the SOM map for 2004 and moved to node 80 in the map for 2005. Referring to the associated 
CTS prototypes it can be seen that the change of trend “type”, from trends featuring high support 
between September and December 2004 to trends that feature high support between December and 
January 2005, could be said to be significant (or at least interesting). 
 
Table 6: Example of migrating CTS Frequent Patterns trends 
 
No. Pattern 
2003 
SOM 
Node 
Dist 
2004 
SOM 
Node 
Dist 
2005 
SOM 
Node 
Dist 
2006 
SOM 
Node 
1 
{Receiver Area = 14, Sender 
Area = 13, Animal Age ≤ 
1yearold} 
10 2.0 8 5.1 44 4.8 18 
2 
{Number cattle moved ≤ 5, 
Receiver location type = 
Slaughter House (Red M eat), 
Receiver Area = 14, Sender 
0 0.0 20 9.8 80 0.0 0 
Area = 13, 
Gender = female} 
3 
{Receiver Area = 44, Sender 
Area = 44, Breed Type = Beef, 
Breed = Belgian Blue Cross} 
6 1.0 5 2.8 21 5.0 38 
4 
{Receiver Area = 35, Sender 
Area = 35, Breed Type = Beef 
and Dairy, Animal Age ≤ 
1yearold} 
7 6.7 46 6.3 6 0.0 0 
5 
{Receiver PTI = 4, Receiver 
Area = 14, Sender Area = 13, 
Gender = female} 
33 1.4 27 5.1 29 0.0 39 
 
With respect to migration volume it was deemed desirable to identify frequent migrations, migrations 
associated with a significant number of patterns whose associated trend lines were altering in the same 
way (this in turn might be indicative of a change in working practices or the effect of a policy change). 
In other words we wish to identify vertices in migration maps that were strongly connected (collectively 
featured a significant amount of migration). Work on social network mining had already suggested ways 
of identifying strongly connected clusters of nodes [33, 34]. With respect to the work described here, 
and as noted above, an agglomerative hierarchical clustering mechanism, founded on the Newman 
method [35] for identifying clusters in network data, was adopted. Newman proceeds in the standard 
iterative manner on which agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms are founded. The process 
starts with a number of clusters equivalent to the number of nodes. The two clusters (nodes) with the 
greatest “similarity” are then combined to form a merged cluster. The process continues until a “best” 
cluster configuration is arrived at or all nodes are merged into a single cluster. Best similarity is defined 
in terms of modularity value Q calculated as follows: 
𝑄𝑖 = ∑(𝑐𝑖𝑖 − 𝑎𝑖
2)
𝑖=𝑛
𝑖=1
 
 
where Qi is the Q-value associated with the current cluster i, n is the total number of nodes in the 
network, cii is the fraction of intra-cluster (within cluster) links in cluster i over the total number of links 
in the network, and a2i is the fraction of links that end in the nodes in cluster i if the edges were attached 
at random. The value ai is calculated as follows: 
 
𝑎𝑖 = ∑ 𝑐𝑗𝑖
𝑗=𝑛
𝑗=1
 
 
where cij is the fraction of inter-cluster links, between the current cluster i and the cluster j, over the total 
number of links in the network. The values for cii and cij were extracted from a previously generated 
migration matrix (Table 3). 
 
Hence, on each iteration, the Q-values for all possible cluster pairings are calculated and the pairing 
with the highest Q-value selected for merging. The process proceeds until a best cluster configuration 
is achieved. This is defined as the configuration with the highest overall Q-value. According to 
(Newman and Girvan 2005) communities can be said to exist within a network if the Q-value is above 
0.3. Note that if all nodes are placed in one group the Q-value will be 0.0 (i.e. a very poor clustering). 
Thus, using Newman clustering, we can identify groups of SOM nodes that feature significant migration. 
The outcome of the pattern migration analysis in terms of volumes (the identification of migration 
communities) is considered further at the end of the following section. 
 
 
 
9. Pattern Visualisation and Animation 
In the context of the migration maps identified above, and the communities identified using Newman 
hierarchical clustering, it was also considered desirable to provide mechanisms whereby the migrations 
can be observed. Two forms of visualisation were considered: (i) visualisation of pattern migrations 
between two successive SOMs and (ii) animation of the pattern migrations between three successive 
SOMs. In each case, the migration maps also illustrated the discovered pattern migration communities. 
The communities were depicted as “islands” separated by a “shoreline”. The visualisation/animation 
process was founded on an extension of the Visuset software system [37] and is described in this section. 
 
For the visualisation, Visuset locates nodes in a 2-D “drawing area” using the Spring Model [38]. The 
spring model for drawing graphs in 2-D space is designed to locate nodes in the space in a manner that 
is both aesthetically pleasing and limits the number of edges that cross over one another. The migration 
map to be depicted is conceptualized in terms of a physical system where the edges represent springs 
and the nodes objects connected by springs. Nodes connected by “strong springs” therefore attract one 
another while nodes connected by “weak springs” repulse one another. The maps are drawn following 
an iterative process. Nodes are initially located within the 2-D space using some set of (random) default 
locations (usually defined in terms of an x and y coordinate system) and, as the process proceeds, pairs 
of nodes connected by strong springs are “pulled” together. In the context of the CTS application the 
spring value was defined in terms of a correlation coefficient (C): 
 
Cij = 
𝑋
√(|𝑀𝑒𝑘𝑖|×|𝑀𝑒𝑘+1𝑗|)
 
where Cij is the correlation coefficient between a node i in SOM 𝑀𝑒𝑘 and a node j in SOM 𝑀𝑒𝑘+1  (note 
that i and j can represent the same node but in two different maps), X is the number of patterns that have 
moved from node i to j and |𝑀𝑒𝑘𝑖| (|𝑀𝑒𝑘+1 j|) is the number patterns at node i (j) in SOM 𝑀𝑒𝑘 (𝑀𝑒𝑘+1). A 
migration is considered “interesting”, and thus highlighted, if C is above a specified minimum 
relationship threshold (Min-Rel). With respect to the CTS application a threshold of 0.2 was found to 
provide a good working Min-Rel value. The Min-Rel value was also used to prune vertices and edges; 
any edge whose C value was below the Min-Rel value was not selected for depiction in the visualisation, 
similarly any vertex that has no links with a C value above Min-Rel was not depicted. 
 
In the current extended implementation of Visuset nodes are depicted as: (i) single vertices (i.e. self 
links where the “migration” is from and to the same vertex), (ii) vertex pairs linked by an edge, (iii) 
chains of vertices linked by a sequence of edges, or (iv) more complex sub-graphs (islands). The size 
(diameter) of the vertices indicated the number of elements represented by that node in 𝑀𝑒𝑘 . Some 
example output is presented in Fig. 4. This output features islands of SOM modes that are strongly 
connected by pattern migrations. Fig. 4 shows the migration of patterns from episode 2005 to episode 
2006. 
 
The proposed animation mechanism can be applied to pairs of visualisations (as described above) to 
illustrate the migration of patterns over three episodes (SOMs). At the start of an animation the display 
will be identical to the first visualisation (Map1) and will move to a configuration similar to the second 
visualisation (Map 2), although nodes will not necessarily be in the same display location. Thus the 
animations show how subsequent mappings change and consequently how the “pattern migration 
communities” change. As the animation progresses the correlation coefficients (C values) are linearly 
incremented or decremented from the values for the first map to that of the second map. Thus, as the 
animation progresses the links, nature of the islands, and overall number of nodes will change. For 
example if the correlation coefficient for a node in Map 1 is 0.3 and in Map 2 is 0.1 (assuming a threshold 
of 0.2) the node will “disappear” half way through the animation. Alternatively, if the correlation 
coefficient for a node in Map 1 is 0.1 and in Map 2 is 0.5 the node will “appear” a quarter of the way 
through the animation. Nodes that disappear and appear are highlighted in white and pink respectively. 
 
 
Fig. 4: Visualisation of CTS pattern migrations from episode 2005 to episode 2006 in the CTS data 
 
 
10. Prediction Modelling 
If we wish to model how information percolates across a network based on identified frequent patterns 
that exist in that network the patterns of interest must clearly include information about start and end 
locations and the nature of the traffic. We refer to these patterns as “combination patterns”. Using TM-
TFP, as already noted in Section 6, a great many trends are identified, only a subset of these are 
combination patterns; patterns that comprise location attributes associated with two different grid 
locations (vertices in the network) and movement attributes concerned with the flow of activity between 
these locations. Each relevant combination pattern will have an associated trend line defined in terms of 
a set of support values. The support counts are indicators of the frequency of traffic between the two 
nodes. This in turn may be interpreted as a probability measure indicating the likely traffic flow between 
the two locations. 
 
Thus the prediction modelling process takes as input a set of trends associated with combination 
patterns. A set of “percolation matrices” are then generated. A percolation matrix comprises rows and 
columns representing the fromLocation and the toLocation, the row-column intersections then hold a 
numeric value indicating the probability of traffic flow between the indicated nodes. A percolation 
matrix thus comprises L × L elements, where (at least in the context of the CTS application) L is the 
number of possible location grid IDs. The magnitude of L is thus dependent on the number of possible 
locations represented in the set FP. A set of n percolation matrices (one per time stamp) is generated. 
 
Input: FP = Set of Frequent combination patterns, set of Trends 
Output: n Percolation Matrices generated from FP 
 
1) for ∀ fp ∈ FP do   
2)         Extract probability (p) of each fp from its associated trend; 
3) end 
4) for k←1 to |Trends| do 
5)          Construct a matrix of size N × N );  
6)          for i ← 1 to | F P | do 
7)                    Insert pi into the matrix k at the appropriate location; 
8)          end 
9)  end 
 
Algorithm 8: Percolation matrix construction 
 
Algorithm 8 describes the process of building the percolation matrix and extracting the probability of 
movement so as to facilitate the desired Prediction Modelling (PM). The algorithm first extracts the 
probability of each pattern fp in FP (Line 2). Recall that the support values associated with each time 
stamp n defines the probability of traffic flowing between nodes (a support value of 0 is used to indicate 
a value below the threshold σ). Thus all support values for the given frequent patterns are interpreted as 
probability values (p). Therefore, given a specific frequent pattern fpi, the probability of traffic between 
the two reference locations pi is defined as: 
 


i
i
i
fp
fpport
p
)(sup
 
 
Thus, p1 + p2 + . . . + pn = 1. Once the probabilities for all fp have been identified, the algorithm constructs 
the percolation matrix (line 3) and the probability values inserted into the matrix. The process repeats 
until all n percolation matrices are constructed. The percolation matrices are then used as the input to 
the Visualisation module described in the next section. 
 
11. Prediction Visualisation 
Once the percolation matrix, as described above, has been generated the predictions can be visualized. 
The PTMF features two types of visualisation: (i) “probability maps” generated using a further extension 
of the Visuset software system, and (ii) geographical maps using Google Earth. The aim of the 
visualisation is to demonstrate, in a clear and straight forward manner, how information travels across 
a given network. The further extension of the Visuset system provided an interpretation of the 
probability matrix data in the form of a “probability map” that illustrates a given node and link structure. 
The map highlights which nodes are connected directly (and, by extension, indirectly) to other nodes 
using “weighted” links. The weightings are determined from the probabilities contained in the generated 
percolation matrices. The configuration of Visuset used for the purpose of prediction modelling was 
similar to the configuration described above, however, in this case the numbers of patterns in each node 
were ignored as the significant information to be displayed are location nodes, traffic links and the 
identified probability values. 
 
The version of Visuset described above includes a mechanism to identify communities of nodes in the 
network. However, using the percolation matrix it is straightforward to identify nodes that are connected 
together as this information can be extracted directly from the matrix. Thus, the probability maps 
illustrate groups of nodes that are connected together which, in the same manner as described above, are 
depicted as “islands”. An example probability map is given in Fig. 5 for the month of October 2006. 
The islands indicate strongly connected nodes. Thus in a bovine disease monitoring situation we can 
expect the disease to spread rapidly across “islands” and less rapidly with respect to unconnected nodes. 
 
From the generated maps, the following can be identified: 
 
1) One step percolation: Paths describing how information or events may travel between nodes 
(in one “step”). In the proposed PM, a one step percolation is defined as a direct link between a 
pair of nodes, a and b. 
2) Probability values: Probability values describing the likelihood that information may travel 
between a particular pair of nodes. The probability values can also be used to calculate the 
probability of information flows encompassing two or more steps. A two step percolation refers 
to movement between two pairs of connected nodes. We may also be able to identify three and 
four step percolations (n-step percolations). These types of percolation are collectively 
described as “complex” connections. 
3) Node communities: Communities of nodes that are connected together. 
 
 
Fig. 5: Combination Patterns Probability Map for the CTS data for October 2006 
 
 
12. Summary and Conclusions 
In this paper, the PTMF has been described, a framework for identifying trends and making predictions 
with respect to social network data. The main contributions of the work may be itemized as follows: 
 
1) A mechanism for generating temporal spatial frequent patterns and trends that may exist within 
a network, in terms of episodes. 
2) A mechanism for clustering groups of trends, using a SOM technique, so as to assist in the 
further analysis of the identified trends.  
3) A trend cluster analysis mechanism to support the detection of changes in trends and frequent 
pattern migrations. 
4) A visualization of pattern movement (traffic) from one trend cluster to another over a period of 
time, again to facilitate and support trend analysis. 
5) A prediction modelling and visualisation technique that can be applied to network data, which 
illustrates the manner in which information (events) might travel across a (social) network.  
 
The work described has been illustrated with respect to the GB cattle industry, and more specifically the 
GB Cattle Tracking System (CTS) database; however, the work has clear application with respect to 
other industries. Although not reported in this paper the authors have also conducted experiments using 
the customer base of an insurance agency and a military logistics (supply) network; with similar results.  
 
In the future work, the authors would like to optimise the design of experiments with a proper 
implementation such as that presented in [39]. As mentioned in Section 7, there is no scientific method 
for determining the best values for n and m. However, there are some methods that the authors would 
like to investigate; one of them is the "Elbow-criterion", which is use to compare the Sum of Squared 
Differences (SSD) for different optimum number of clusters in clustering data.  
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